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PROJECT SQUARE 

An open education initiative 
on a mission to develop digital competences in kindergartens,  

primary and secondary schools, beyond the screens.  
It provides new models for the creation of pedagogical material  

and curriculum-aligned activities,  
as well as a network of co-creators and users. 



PROJECT SQUARE 

It is created in a national, interdisciplinary setting - in close collaboration with 
educators, experts and researchers from the leading Swiss scientific and 

education institutions SUPSI, EPFL LEARN, ETH Zurich,  
and Universities for Teachers Education (PHs). 

  It is research driven and builds on frameworks from learning sciences, 
computer science, interaction design and high impact entrepreneurship. 



PROJECT SQUARE 

It empowers Swiss kindergarten, primary and secondary school teachers  
and students - especially girls - to become digitally competent by 

understanding and practicing computational thinking and understanding  
key concepts of computer science with motivation and in the most efficient 

way, in their everyday environment through immersive, creative  
and engaging learning experiences. 



PROJECT SQUARE 

The v.1 playful learning starter kit for computational thinking and algorithm 
design contains a set of physical materials 

(27 tiles with 3 parameters: 2 shapes, 3 colors, 6 forms) and a set of activities 
(beginner to advanced levels) focusing on demystifying algorithms and 

computational thinking, beyond the screens.  
The kit is a unique combination between scientific skills in computer science, 

research in education, competence in design and disruptive innovation.





PROJECT SQUARE 

For advanced users, the starter kit 
introduces Project Square’s overarching narrative of Square City – a futuristic 

city inhabited by creative citizens who solve community challenges 
collaboratively- as a means of knowledge transfer to the real world and as a 

way of stimulating co-creation of activities. 





PROJECT SQUARE 

Pilot projects have started with first classes of CSVR (15 schools, 2300 
students, and 230 teachers) and10 schools in Canton Vaud (120+ classes). 

First activities with Technorama are planned for October. 

Based on the learnings from these pilots, next year a v.2 playful learning kit as 
well as a playbook for educators will be released, scaling it up  

in schools across Switzerland.





PROJECT SQUARE 

You can support by funding co-creation workshops for Square activities (CHF 
1’500), the playbook for educators or the website v.2 production. 

You can join with your teams as co-creators of computational thinking 
activities in Square City .





www.wap.rocks

http://www.wap.rocks

